The striking capacity for plants to adapt their growth and development to the ever-changing environment is mediated by diverse plant hormones that regulate virtually every aspect of plant life.[@cit0001] In the past 10--15 years, enormous progress has been made in elucidating the nature of plant hormone receptors. An important conceptual advance in hormone biology is the finding that, in addition to the conventional membrane-bound hormone receptors, the receptors of several major plant hormones including auxin,[@cit0002] jasmonate,[@cit0003] gibberellins,[@cit0005] abscisic acid,[@cit0006] and salicylic acid,[@cit0007] are localized in the nucleus and directly linked to hormone-regulated gene transcription. Despite these progresses, the physiological significance and action mechanism of nuclear hormone receptors (NRs) in the plant kingdom remain enigmatic.

Jasmonate (JA) is a lipid-derived plant hormone that regulates a wide range of plant immunity and adaptive growth.[@cit0008] Sensing of jasmonoyl-isoleucine (JA-Ile), the active form of JA, by the nuclear-localized F-box protein CORONATINE INSENSITIVE 1 (COI1) triggers genome-wide transcriptional changes that are largely regulated by the master transcription factor MYC2.[@cit0011] In a recent study, we showed that Mediator, an evolutionarily conserved multi-subunit coactivator complex whose activity is essential for RNA polymerase II (Pol II)-dependent gene transcription, directly links COI1 to Pol II and chromatin during JA signaling.[@cit0014] We found that, in the resting stage, the Mediator subunit MED25 brings COI1 to MYC2 target promoters through physical interaction. Upon hormone elicitation, MED25 facilitates COI1-dependent degradation of jasmonate ZIM-domain (JAZ) transcriptional repressors, which favors MYC2-directed transcription of JA-responsive genes.

These new observations, together with our previous finding that MED25 bridges the master transcription factor MYC2 and Pol II for pre-initiation complex (PIC) assembly during JA-regulated gene transcription,[@cit0015] reveal that MED25 links the receptor and the master transcription factor of JA signaling through direct interaction. We also showed that MED25 could be coimmunoprecipitated by JAZ1,[@cit0014] which is another major component of the SCF^COI1^-JAZ co-receptor complex.[@cit0004] To further test whether MED25 interacts with the JAZ family proteins directly, we performed yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assays and found that MED25 showed relatively strong interaction with JAZ1 and JAZ3 while showed weak interaction with JAZ2 ([Fig. 1A](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggested that MED25 interacts with subsets of JAZ proteins. In firefly luciferase (LUC) complementation imaging (LCI) assays, *Nicotiana benthamiana* cells co-transformed with MED25-nLUC and cLUC-JAZ1 showed strong fluorescence signals, whereas those co-transformed with MED25-nLUC and cLUC or cLUC-JAZ1 and nLUC showed no fluorescence signal ([Fig. 1B](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). These results confirmed that MED25 interacts with JAZ1 in plant cells. Domain mapping with LCI assays showed that the glutamine-rich domain (GD) of MED25 and the ZIM domain of JAZ1 are involved in MED25-JAZ1 interaction ([Fig. 1C](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, our results indicate that MED25 directly interacts with the receptor COI1, the co-receptor JAZ proteins and the master transcription factor MYC2 in JA signaling. Figure 1.MED25 interacts with a subset of JAZ proteins. (A) Y2H assays show the interaction of MED25 with JAZ proteins. Transformed yeast strains were plated on SD medium lacking His, Ade, Leu, and Trp (SD/−4). (B) MED25 interacts with JAZ1 in LCI assays. (Top) LUC images of *N. benthamiana* leaves coinfiltrated with the different construct combinations are shown in the lower quadrant of the circle. (C) and (D) Mapping of the protein domains involved in MED25-JAZ1 interaction using LCI assays. (C) Based on the schematic protein structure of MED25, full-length MED25 or its derivatives (MED25-nLUC or MED25-nLUC derivatives) were tested for interactions with JAZ1 (cLUC-JAZ1). *N. benthamiana* leaves co-transformed with MED25-nLUC or MED25-nLUC derivatives and cLUC-JAZ1 were imaged 72 h after Agrobacterium infiltration. (D) Based on the schematic protein structure of JAZ1, full-length JAZ1 or its derivatives (cLUC-JAZ1 or cLUC-JAZ1 derivatives) were tested for interaction with MED25 (MED25-nLUC). *N. benthamiana* leaves co-transformed with cLUC-JAZ1 or cLUC-JAZ1 derivatives and MED25-nLUC were imaged 72 h after Agrobacterium infiltration. Figure 2.Analogy of nuclear hormone receptor activation system between plants and mammals. The "COI1-JAZ-MYC2" module of JA signaling in plants resembles the nuclear hormone receptor RAR in mammals. In plants, MED25 interacts with COI1 and JAZ proteins and facilitates JA-Ile-triggered degradation of JAZ proteins, which in turn enhances the MED25-MYC2 interaction. MED25 functions in chromatin modification and preinitiation complex assembly by recruiting HAC1 and the Mediator complex, respectively, to MYC2-targeted promoters. In mammals, MED25 interacts with RAR in the presence of RA and functions in chromatin modification and preinitiation complex by recruiting CBP1 and the Mediator complex, respectively, to RAR-responsive promoters.

In addition, we found that MED25 also physically and functionally interacts with HISTONE ACETYLTRANSFERASE1 (HAC1), an evolutionarily conserved histone modification enzyme that selectively regulates histone (H) 3 lysine (K) 9 acetylation (H3K9ac) of MYC2 target promoters, during JA signaling. Moreover, MED25 cooperates with both COI1 and HAC1 on MYC2 target promoters.[@cit0014] Our results reveal that MED25 acts as a master coordinator to integrate the actions of both genetic and epigenetic regulators into a concerted transcriptional program.

Significantly, the above-described action mode of MED25 in regulating JA signaling shows striking analogy to that of its mammalian counterpart, which engages in a ligand-dependent interaction with the retinoic acid receptor (RAR) and several other NRs.[@cit0018] Animal NRs are themselves ligand-activated transcription factors which comprise a conserved DNA binding domain (DBD) that mediates specific hormone response element (HRE) recognition and a ligand-binding domain (LBD) that is essential for ligand-dependent transcriptional activation.[@cit0019] Upon binding to retinoic acid (RA), RAR undergoes a significant conformational change to create a hydrophobic binding surface suitable for the interaction with human MED25. In addition, during RAR activation the human MED25 also interacts and cooperates with CREB bind protein (CBP), a human ortholog of the Arabidopsis HAC1.[@cit0018] Therefore, in term of their interaction with MED25, the SCF^COI1^-JAZ co-receptor complex together with the master transcription factor MYC2 resembles the NR system of metazoans. In both systems, hormone-dependent protein interactions is a conserved strategy governing NR activation ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, our study reveals a scenario in which plants and animals have evolved distinct, but nonetheless largely similar, mechanisms for NR activation at the level of transcriptional regulation.

Moreover, the signaling paradigm that Mediator links hormone receptor to transcriptionally active chromatin is likely operates in other plant hormones whose receptors are localized in the nucleus. Our findings lay important foundation not only to investigate the action of Mediator in other plant hormones and but also to examine the similarity and difference between plant and animal NR systems.
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[^1]: Supplemental data for this article can be accessed on the [publisher\'s website](https://doi.org/10.1080/15592324.2017.1403709).
